Much of the recent research work on Seyfert galaxies has focused on attempts to determine the flux distributions of Seyfert nuclei. The flux distribution holds one of the keys to the understanding of the Seyfert phenomenon, and provides a critical test to theoretical models of the Seyfert nucleus (e.g. Begelman 1994 and references therein). In particular, studies in the optical/ UV have identified an excess in that part of the spectrum that has become known as the 'big blue bump' (BBB). This feature has usually been explained as thermal radiation from a thin, optically thick accretion disc (Malkan 1983 ), but the 'bump' is also well fitted by flux distributions calculated from optically thin gas-cloud models (Barvainis 1993) . To constrain these and any other models of the engine in a Seyfert nucleus, accurate measurements of the fluxes are required in the spectral region in which the BBB is strong.
The BBB is the source of most of the optical radiation of a Seyfert nucleus. Seyfert galaxy nuclei form the low-luminosity tail of the quasar luminosity function, and accurate measurements of the BBB luminosity are therefore of great importance to studies investigating the luminosity function of Seyfert nuclei and its cosmological implications (e.g. Huchra & Burg 1992; Della Ceca et al. 1996) .
The derivation of the intrinsic luminosity and flux distribution of Seyfert galaxy nuclei has been complicated by two factors.
(i) Optical flux measurements of Seyfert galaxies invariably contain some contribution of light from the host galaxy in addition to flux from the nucleus. It is difficult to isolate the nuclear flux, even with the use of CCD images.
(ii) Part of the nuclear flux may be absorbed by dust inside the Seyfert galaxy.
These factors are particularly critical in the optical-to-UV region of the flux distribution, and have therefore made the study of the BBB difficult. The following questions are still being debated.
(i) Is the infrared flux a result of synchrotron emission, with a power-law component that reaches into the optical, or is it caused by thermal re-radiation by dust, which would not significantly affect the optical continuum?
(ii) What is the exact shape of the big blue bump? Models describing physical processes inside the nucleus (e.g. Czerny & Elvis 1987; Sun & Malkan 1989; Laor & Netzer 1989; Barvainis 1993 ) must be consistent with the BBB shape.
(iii) Does that shape of the big blue bump vary with luminosity? Various authors claim that the optical-to-UV spectral index steepens when the luminosity increases (e.g. Kinney et al. 1991; Zheng & Malkan 1993) . Winkler et al. (1992a, hereafter Paper I) presented evidence that the shape of the big blue bump does not vary with luminosity, at least for frequencies lower than 10 15 Hz. It was shown in that paper that the spectral index of the variable component remained constant in the optical during variations, and that the bluer colours measured when objects are in a luminous phase resulted from the combination of a generally red, non-varying component with a varying blue component. It was further shown in Paper I that plotting the flux measurements taken at different epochs on y-flux versus x-flux diagrams (x and y referring to any two filters) allow one to measure the colours, extinctions and luminosities of the nuclei of Seyfert galaxies, and these parameters were then determined for 30 Seyfert 1 galaxy nuclei.
This paper extends this analysis to a further 67 objects, and recalculates these parameters for 25 of the objects studied in Paper I after including additional data obtained since Paper I was published.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA SET
Photometric observations were made with the 0.5-m telescope of the South African Astronomical Observatory in Sutherland during five observing runs between 1992 October and 1995 October. A circular aperture of 20-arcsec diameter was used for all measurements. The photometer and filters were the same as the ones used for the observations described in Paper I. The observing sequence was always: (i) 30 s in all filters of the sky background on one side of the object; (ii) 60 s in U and B, and 30 s in V, Re and Ie centred on the object; (iii) after recentring of the nucleus, a repetition of (ii), in reverse order; (iv) 30-s integrations in all filters of the sky background on the opposite side of the object, in reverse order to (i). In the few cases where the count rates in sequence (ii) differed significantly from those in sequence (iii) (probably as a result of bad centring) the measurements were discarded. The centring in the aperture is expected to be accurate to within 1.5 arcsec in most cases. The seeing was never worse than 2 arcsec during these observations. As no local standards were available for most of the sample, three or four E-region standards from the list of Menzies et al. (1989) were observed approximately every 90 min.
A list of all observed objects, including parameters such as the galactic reddening, redshift and galaxy inclinations, are given in Table 1 . The reddening in our Galaxy, given in column 4 of Table  I , was estimated from the radio maps of Burstein & Heiles (1982) . The redshift (column 5) and the ratio of the minor to major axis of the galaxy, b/a (column 6) were taken from the references given in the last two columns of this table. When no b/a values were found in the literature then estimates of the galaxy inclination were made from sky survey prints. Since many of these galaxies are distant, this estimation is subject to substantial uncertainties, and hence these b/a values are given accurate to one decimal place only.
The photometric data are listed in Table 2 . The measurement errors are fully discussed in the next section. For the analysis this data was combined with previously published data sets obtained with the same photometric instrument on Sutherland 0.5-m telescope: the Paper I data, the UBV(Rl)e measurements collected during the international NGC 3783 monitoring campaign (Stirpe et al. 1994 ) and one observation ofESO 399-1020 (Winkler & Payne 1991) . Almost the entire data set analysed here was obtained on nights within a week of the new moon, and sky background counts are therefore generally small.
Although more photometric data are available in the literature for many of the Seyfert galaxies studied here, these data were deliberately not included in the analysis, as comparisons with other studies reveal that there are often systematic discrepancies between the data sets (see Paper I or Doroshenko 1996) . These discrepancies are most probably a result of instrumental differences; each instrument's photometric transformation equations are based on stellar observations, but these transformation equations are not strictly correct for non-stellar flux distributions. There should be internal consistency within each data set, but combining the data without knowledge of all the appropriate transformation equations would usually lead to larger uncertainties in the parameters that are to be derived here.
3 ANALYSIS OF DATA USING CHOLONIEWSKI'S METHOD 3.1 Review of Choloniewski's method Choloniewski (1981) first noticed that the total fluxes through one filter of a Seyfert galaxy taken at different epochs are linearly correlated with the corresponding fluxes through another filter. This method was used to analyse the data in Paper I, and will again be applied to the combined, larger data set. Choloniewski's method, also called the method of flux variation gradients (paper I), assumes that the vector describing the total observed flux in a /y versus Ix diagram is the vector sum of the constant background galaxy flux vector and a variable nuclear flux vector that is constant in direction, but not in magnitude.
Having a variable flux vector that does not change its direction is equivalent to assuming that the shape of the flux distribution of the variable component of the Seyfert galaxy is also not changing during variations. In Paper I it was argued that the UBV(Rl)e measurements presented in that paper were consistent with this hypothesis, and it was shown how estimates of the reddening, extinction and luminosity of the Seyfert nuclei could then be calculated from the slopes r (or flux-variation gradients) of the variable nuclear flux vector. The assumption of constant-direction variable nuclear flux vectors has been challenged directly by Doroshenko & Lyutyi (1994) . Although not directly alluding to this assumption, many other studies (e.g. Krolik et al. 1991 ) have detected a hardening of the ultraviolet spectrum when the nucleus is at high luminosity, and this finding is then often generalized to include the optical fluxes as well. This would effectively imply that the variable nuclear flux vector steepens as the nucleus gets brighter, The objections of Doroshenko & Lyutyi (1994) to the Choloniewski interpretation are based on two claims made in that paper, namely that (i) the scatter of their data from the best straight-line fit is too large to be consistent with the errors that they assign to their data points, and
(ii) for some objects the background galaxy flux vector derived by Choloniewski's method differs from the one they obtain by fitting intensity profiles to magnitudes obtained through multiple apertures.
In the sections that follow it will be shown that these claims are not well grounded, and that the constant-flux-shape assumption is not only justified, but is fitted so well by the data that any deviations from the normal flux shape would have to be extremely small.
As a first step, an improved estimation of the nature and size of the errors of the data used in this study is made, and an appropriate 
Estimates of the measurement errors
The fluxes measured through anyone filter are subject to a range of possible errors, namely the following. (i) Random statistical errors. In general, for random statistical errors, an = Vii, and thus ai,r oc Ix.
(1)
(ii) Systematic errors (e.g. sky transparency changes, seeing fluctuations, difficulties in properly centring the nucleus in the aperture) are usually proportional to the measured flux, i.e.
ai,s oc fl. (2) (iii) Background noise. The variances introduced above converge to zero for very small fluxes. Increased difficulties in centring the nucleus, as well as the random noise introduced by the sky background however dictate that the flux measurement errors cannot become arbitrarily small, and that an object-fluxindependent background uncertainty oi"b is always present.
In this work comparisons will be made of near-simultaneous flux measurements through any two filters X and y, The 
where the K-values are the coefficients associated with the three error sources listed above,
The random errors offx and/y are not expected to be correlated in any way, Some correlation is however expected between the systematic errors, since the systematic sources of error listed earlier will tend to affect measurements though different filters in a similar manner (for example, poor centring of the nucleus in the aperture will lead to measurements lower than the true values in all filters).
The errors for any data point (Xi,Yi) onfx versus/y plots can then be described by covariance ellipses of the form
where k = constant describes equal probability contours (Meyer 1975 ). For two degrees of freedom, the 1u level is defined by the value k = 2.3 (Lampton, Margon & Bowyer 1976 ).
Fitting lines through bivariate data
Now the problem is addressed of finding the best-fitting straight line through data points with error bars in the form of covariance ellipses. This is a special case of the more general and much discussed problem of identifying the best-fitting straight line through bivariate data (see, e.g., York 1966; Jefferys 1980; Peterson & Solensky 1988; Simon & Drake 1989; Isobe et al. 1990; Feigelson & Babu 1992) . Numerous methods have been devised to deal with this problem, and these are reviewed by Isobe et al. and Feigelson & Babu. These different methods do not in general lead to identical 'best-fitting' lines. However, as would be expected, the solutions are practically equivalent in the case of strongly correlated data. Isobe et al. stress that none of the methods are mathematically wrong, but that they rather result from different theoretical assumptions (usually concerning what quantity should be minimized in order to derive the best-fitting straight line). In Paper I the ordinary-least-squares-bisector method described by Isobe et al. (1990) was used. This method is however not appropriate if the measurement errors dominate the intrinsic scatter of the data points about the straight line. It will later be argued that there are strong grounds for believing that this is the case with the data analysed here.
For such data the best-fitting line will be determined by the geometry of the error ellipses. Simon & Drake (1989) derived the solution for the case of independent x and Y error bars that are always proportional to each other. For the more general case encountered here the method to find the best fit is described by Jefferys (1980) and, using a slightly different approach, by Peterson & Solensky (1988) . Peterson & Solensky treat the problem as a minimization of the quantity i = L Rt where Ri is the value of k for which the error-ellipse around the data point (Xi, Yi) just touches a line fitted through the data points. This approach is adopted here. Peterson & Solensky (1988) note that no simple analytical solution to the problem is possible, and they hence make use of the Newton-Raphson iteration method described by Jefferys (1981) to derive the parameters of the best-fitting line. The method employed here is based on the minimization of
This expression, which does not seem to appear in the astronomicalliterature, is a consequence of equation (4). The derivation of this formula will not be given here, but will be made available to interested parties by the author. Note that for the special case Uxy,i = 0 and Ux,i = AUy,i the formula is identical to the one used by Simon & Drake (1989) .
The advantages of utilizing equation (5) Meyer (1975) shows graphically how, in order to estimate the standard deviation of m one needs to find the maximum and minimum values of m (for any value of c) for which X2 -X~ = 1. These values then define the standard deviation.
The X2 = X~n + 1 contours can again be identified computationally with relatively little difficulty.
Tests of variability and linearity
In order to determine whether nuclei are truly variable X2 tests (see, e.g., Meyer 1975) were used that examined the hypothesis that the fluxes are not variable, but are instead scattered as a result of measurement errors around a true value (x,y), which we guess to be the arithmetic (unweighted) average of the x and Y values. Using the same reasoning as in Section 3.2, X2 = LRt, where here (6) As each of the n data points has two degrees of freedom, and since two degrees of freedom were lost when determining x and y, we have that N = 2n -2 degrees of freedom. We can then, after calculating x, y and i for all data sets, determine whether there is at least a 5 per cent probability (the usual convention) that the data is consistent with the non-variability hypothesis, or reject the hypothesis as incorrect.
For objects that are thus determined to be variable a test a then applied to check whether the relationship between sets of flux measurements in any two wavebands is intrinsically linear. To do this one examines the minimum i obtained during the line-fitting process described in Section 3.2. As pointed out by Peterson & Solensky (1988) , there is now only one degree of freedom per data point, the other one having been lost when the implicit assumption was made that the true values of the measured points (Xi,Yi) are to be found on the line defined by equation (9). Since both m and c were derived from the data, two further degrees of freedom were removed, and hence we have here that N = n -2. 
Colours of the variable component
The photometric magnitudes were converted to fluxes using the calibration of Bessell (1979) . The constants used in determining the error ellipses are listed in Table 3 .
The K a constants were estimated by evaluating the Poisson noise
for typical sky background count rates and assuming that the increased centring errors for faint objects and for the occasional brighter sky had approximately an equal effect on these constants as the average Poisson noise of the sky. Kx,l was derived for each filter from the observed count rates and average integration times. The Kx,2 values were calculated under the assumption that the magnitude uncertainty Um = 0.02 mag in all filters. It was also decided to adopt a value of Ps = 0.75 for the correlation coefficient between the systematic errors oflx andJ;" as this value seemed to give the best representation of the scatter of data points from Paper I of presumably non-variable type 2 Seyferts. The above estimates for K are expected to adequately describe the flux uncertainties for most measurements. A few individual measurements may however have larger uncertainties because of different circumstance~ prevailing at the time of the observation. It must however be pointed out that even large differences from the constants used in the analysis would only have a noticeable effect on the few objects for which the significance of the variations is marginal, and these results are in any case interpreted with care. Another indicator of whether the assumed errors are of the right order of magnitude will be the goodness of the straight-line fit to the data. It will be shown in the next chapter that in most cases the error margins chosen do lead to chi-squared distributions that are consistent with those expected from statistical theory. Table 4 lists the slopes r of the regression lines (called flux variation gradients in Paper I) calculated for those objects for which significant variations were detected according to the fitting method and variability criterion described in Section 3.4. If r -values were calculated for more than one aperture then a weighted mean of these is listed in the table. Data sets for which variability could not be clearly demonstrated, including marginally variable data sets whose r-values have errors greater than 40 per cent or 0.45, were not considered for further analysis, and these FVGs are not listed in the table. r -values of data sets for which the linearity is in doubt are only given for strongly variable objects, where even a large scatter from the best fit would not greatly influence the slope of the line.
DISCUSSION
4.1 Is Choloniewski's method applicable to photometric studies of active galactic nuclei?
Choloniewski's assumption of a constant colour variable component has been questioned by Doroshenko & Lyutyi (1994) . These authors use multi-aperture photometry to derive the luminosity of the underlying galaxy. They find that the locus derived in this way of the host galaxy on the flux-flux diagrams is often not near the regression line through the data points. They then argue that the variable component's colours are changeable, and that its flux distribution depends on luminosity. They further argue that the scatter of the data points is too large to be consistent with a single straight line fit on the basis of their error estimates of the data points. It must be noted however that Doroshenko & Lyutyi's doubts about the Choloniewski interpretation do not imply that these authors reject this model in general. Doroshenko (1996) has in fact made use of the Choloniewski method in a more recent study of Mrk 509.
We are now in a position to determine whether the Choloniewski model is appropriate in general and to test the questions raised about this method by Doroshenko & Lyutyi (1994) .
The assumption that the variable component has a constant flux distribution in the optical is physically justifiable. The earliest models of optically thick accretion discs (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ) predicted a Fp oc 111/3 for frequencies in the optical domain, with the proportionality constant depending on the amount of mass accreting onto the disc. More complex models (e.g. Sun & Malkan 1989 ) that developed out of the Shakura & Sunyaev model generally agree that the shape of the accretion disc flux in the optical is subject to very little change. The model in which the BBB is seen to be caused by optically thin thermal radiation (Barvainis 1993) also predicts an almost constant spectral index in the optical region.
Any variations in other possible sources of radiation in the optical (e.g. the broad-line region) are believed to be directly or indirectly a result of changes in the luminosity of the accretion disc (or, if there is no accretion disc, in the hot optically thin gas clouds). Any component of the nuclear radiation created by reprocessing of the accretion disc flux is weak compared to the flux received directly from the accretion disc (i.e. the 'big blue bump'). Even then, much of the reprocessed radiation in the optical originates within the inner few light -days of the nucleus, and changes in such a component will therefore be relatively closely synchronized with the BBB. It can therefore be reasonably assumed that the shape of the flux distribution of the variable component in the optical is approximately constant.
The indicators in column 6 of Table 4 show that the data investigated in this work is almost always consistent with the hypothesis that there is an exact linear relationship between the points in an fy versus Ix diagram. On the whole, the l values obtained are evenly distributed on either side of N, the number of degrees of freedom, as would be expected from statistical theory. It is therefore concluded that the linear hypothesis is in general correct.
Agreement with the linear hypothesis is particularly good when comparing the B and V fluxes and worst for plots of the V versus Ie fluxes. This may reflect an inaccurate choice of the constants determining the error sizes in these bands, but could also indicate the onset of real deviations from the linear relationship at longer wavelengths. Such deviations would be expected in a situation where part of the Ie-band flux originates in a source other than the blue bump, as then lags such as were observed by Clavel, Wamsteker & Glass (1989) in Fairall 9 would disturb the linear relationship. It will later be shown that there is indeed evidence for a different component affecting the long-wavelength tail of the optical flux distribution. Fig. 1 shows theJB versusfv diagram forNGC 3783, the object in the sample for which the most data points were available. The data represents nine years of observations. It is clear that during this timespan very little deviation from the linear relationship fitted to the data could have occurred.
The data of two other objects are depicted in Fig. 2 , again showing the extremely strong correlation between the flux measurements that were shown in Paper I to be characteristic of Seyfert galaxy variations. Note that thefu versusfv data set for ESO 198-G24 is one of the very few for significantly variable objects that failed the linearity test. It is not obvious from this diagram whether the larger than expected scatter is real or rather due to underestimation of the Figs 1 and 2 may be compared with similar plots for other galaxies presented by Choloniewski (1981) and Doroshenko & Lyutyi (1994) . It is clear that that there is a much tighter linear relationship in Figs 1 and 2 than is evident in the graphs displayed by these authors. Since it is very unlikely that the northern Seyferts examined by Doroshenko & Lyutyi would behave differently to the objects studied in this paper, the large scatter from the linear fit observed by these authors is likely to be the result of larger-thanrealized measurement errors in the data sets that they use for their analysis.
Uncertainties in isolating the variable component using Choloniewski's method arise mostly from the difficulty in estimating the characteristics of the host galaxy. Even in those cases where the galaxy is nearby, and disc and bulge characteristics can be measured, it is almost impossible to calculate how much the (probably disturbed) inner kpc of the galaxy contributes to the total flux of the non-variable component. This could easily account for the occasional discrepancies pointed out by Doroshenko & Lyutyi between the host galaxy's total flux measurements obtained through extrapolation of the outer galaxy fluxes, and the total fluxes obtained from flux variation gradients.
Nuclear colours and the intrinsic nuclear flux distribution
The nuclear colours, or, more precisely, the colours of the variable part of the nucleus can then immediately be derived from the r- Although the intrinsic colours might be expected to have a small dependence on redshift, no such dependence is obvious when only taking into account those nuclei with the most well determined colours. Any accurate K-correction formula to the nuclear colours would require precise knowledge of the relative strength of the emission lines compared to the variable component continuum for each object. Since these paramaters are in general not known, and since the plots in Fig. 3 show no obvious z-dependence, particularly for those objects with well-determined colours, no K -corrections to the nuclear colours were carried out.
It is here noted that there are a few objects to the right of the main concentration of points in Figs 3(b) and (c) for which the intrinsic colours do not match those of the other nuclei. There is also a suggestion of bluer intrinsic V -Re and V -Ie colours for some of the high-redshift objects, which might indicate a need for a zdependent term. However, as mentioned earlier, the colours of the high-redshift nuclei with the most accurately determined colours closely agree with those of objects at lower redshift. It is possible that for some of the optically most luminous nuclei the bluer V -Re and V -Ie colours are due to a 'blue bump' that is more prominent than that which is found in other galaxies studied here.
The intrinsic colours given above lead us to determine the typical flux distribution of Seyfert nuclei. In order to bring out the features more clearly, information from the infrared and ultraviolet was used to supplement the optical flux distribution. The infrared points were calculated from the infrared r-values derived by Glass (1992) for NGC 3783, using the Wilson et al. (1972) calibration. The ratio of the nuclear V and K fluxes was estimated from optical and infrared measurements made within a few weeks of each other, a time-span that is too short for large variations to have occurred. The ultraviolet flux distribution was estimated from IUE data on Fairall 9, a high Galactic latitude object whose colours show it to be essentially unreddened. The UV-to-optical flux ratio was established by comparing some V fluxes from Paper I to UV-continuum fluxes measured for the same week (Clavel et al. 1989) , assuming that the UV flux is entirely nuclear.
The intrinsic flux distribution thus derived is shown in Fig. 4 . The optical band frequencies were taken from the compilation by Bessell (1979) . Despite the uncertainties inherent in this derivation and the assumption that NGC 3783 and Fairall 9 have typical Seyfert flux distributions outside the optical regime, any differences between this curve and the average nuclear flux distribution would be very small on the logarithmic scale adopted in Fig. 4 , and would not affect the overall appearance of the curve.
Clearly visible in the figure are the near-infrared bump, discussed by Glass (1992) , and the 'big blue bump'. The shape of the blue bump is narrowly defined, allowing an in-depth comparison with theoretical models. The possible deviations from the typical flux distribution observed for some objects in the 0.6-1 fl-m wavelength range could be an indicator of a relatively weak blue bump in the flux distributions of those objects. An extensive analysis of the infrared flux distributions derived from long-term infrared monitoring will be presented by Glass (in preparation).
Nuclear reddening and extinction
In Paper I attention was drawn to a likely non-Galactic reddening law in IC 4329A. Fig. 3(a) shows that there are several other objects that would also be better represented by an E(U -B) = E(B -V) reddening law, although for these the evidence for such a relation is not as compelling as it is for IC 4329A.
The nuclear colour excesses are immediately obtained by subtracting the nuclear colours in Table 4 from the intrinsic colours. From these four independent estimates of the nuclear E(B -V) can be made using the Galactic reddening relationships (Winkler 1997) . The adopted reddening of the nucleus E(B -V)n listed in column 12 of Table 4 is the weighted mean of these estimates. As the assumption of a Galactic reddening law may be inappropriate in some of the galaxies, a chi-squared test was again employed to check whether the four estimates were consistent with the expected scatter about this mean. A failure of the test would indicate that the reddening law in that galaxy is not that which is assumed or that the intrinsic colours of the nucleus cannot be described by the values given earlier, and such objects are marked in the table. Even in such cases the E(B -V) value is still expected to be a reasonable estimate of the true reddening.
The inability to correctly measure the nuclear reddening in Seyfert galaxies and quasars has long presented a handicap in studies of these objects, and several methods have been developed to try to offset this shortcoming (e.g. Grandi 1983 ). One of the most popular of these involves comparing the measured Ha-to-H{3 broad-line ratio to the expected intrinsic ratio. Because of our lack of knowledge of the intrinsic ratio (values from 3.1 to 3.8 have been suggested), and the difficulties in observations, calibrations and line deblending, it is unlikely that accuracies of better than 0.1 mag have been achieved in determining E(B -V)n by this method. Other methods also suffer from serious drawbacks (Paper I; Grandi 1983), and it is not clear that any of these is more accurate than the Balmer decrement method.
Attention is therefore drawn to the extremely small errors obtained in the colour excess determination used here. The use of flux variation gradients thus has the potential of enabling one to calculate much more accurate E(B -V)n values than would be possible with most other methods employed for this purpose. It has the added advantage of probing the innermost part of the nucleus, which those methods based on narrow-line ratios are unable to do. The errors have been plotted in increasing order in Fig. 5 , showing that the majority are smaller than the O.l-mag errors typical of the best extinction determinations using other methods. More observations would probably lead to a further reduction in the errors, particularly for those objects for which only very few measurements were made.
The E(B -V)n derived above through the flux variation gradient method will now be compared with the galaxy inclination (see Fig. 6 ). The relationship between these two quantities has been investigated by Cheng, Danese & De Zotti (1983) and De Zotti & Gaskell (1985) . Both these studies show these parameters to be correlated, but also note that the scatter is so large that the reddening cannot be described as a function of inclination angle alone. Cheng et al. (1983) proposed that the lower limit of the B -V colour excess is described by the equation .25(alb -1) . This relation, indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 6 , is clearly not a lower bound to the E(B -V)n values calculated in this paper. The reason for this discrepancy is that Cheng, Danese & De Zotti made the common but inaccurate assumption that the colours of a Seyfert galaxy with a bright nucleus measured through a small aperture correspond to the nuclear colours. The point at the top right-hand comer of the diagram is IC 4329A. There is little doubt that in this object a large amount of reddening takes place in the outer disc; it has long been known to be an edge-on spiral (Disney 1973) . If, however, this object is not taken into account, the correlation between E(B -V)n and (alb -1) becomes much weaker (r = 0.205), while a slightly stronger correlation (r = 0.325) is calculated for a subsample excluding IC 4329A and all nuclei for which the uncertainty in E(B -V)n exceeds 0.1. The first of these is not statistically significant, while the latter corresponds to a 95 per cent probability that a correlation exists.
The very large scatter shows that the extinction of any particular nucleus depends largely on the dust distribution in the circumnuclear region rather than the galaxy inclination. The results of this investigation support the 'flattened doughnut' model of De Zotti & Gaskell (1985) , with additional dust clumps close to the nucleus that would sometimes obscure the line of sight to the nucleus. This model would explain why several nuclei seem to have no reddening while objects with small inclination angles can be significantly reddened, and why highly inclined galaxies like IC 4329A would be strongly obscured. It would be interesting to reobserve these galaxies in several decades from now to test if the extinction is variable, as this could confirm the existence of slowly moving circumnuclear dust clouds. The results of this study exclude the possibility of significant extinction changes on time-scales smaller than a decade in objects for which enough data would have been available to detect such a phenomenon.
Nuclear luminosities
The nuclear contribution to the total flux was estimated from the U versus V and B versus V flux diagrams because the colour differences between the nucleus and the host galaxy are usually most pronounced in the blue. The procedure, described graphically in Paper I, is to determine the nuclear fluxfv,n by subtractingfv,g from the average fv value, where fV,g is the background galaxy V flux identified by the intersection of the straight line fitted through the data points with the line through the origin with a slope matching the host galaxy colours. These were calculated according to the formulae Vaucouleurs et al. 1991; Pence 1976 ) and adopting T = 1 and (Cheng et al. 1985) . For the nearest objects (z < 0.02) the colours.of the annulus between radii of 7.5 and 15 arsec from the nucleus, determined in Paper I to a higher degree of accuracy large projected sizes of these galaxies, were used instead.
The weighted average of the fV,n values obtained from each of the diagrams (which is not yet corrected for possible extinction of the nucleus) is listed in column 7 of Table 4 . The dereddened nuclear fluxes were then calculated from the nuclear fluxes given in Table 4 using the E(B -V) values just determined. The nuclear absolute magnitudes, given in column 13 of Table 4 , were calculated from these using the same procedure as was used by Veron-Cetty & Veron (1996) to derive the absolute magnitudes in their AGN catalogue. To allow easier intercomparison with the Veron-Cetty & Veron absolute magnitudes, the constants qo = 0 and H o = 50 km S -1 Mpc -1 adopted by them were also used. At the z < 0.1 level the K correction to M B depends on on the shape of the blue bump, and its shape near 0.44 fLm is not well represented by the a = 0.3 spectral index used by Veron-Cetty & Veron, as that value was derived from continuum fits to the entire blue-UV range for a large number of AGN, including many reddened ones. U -V = -1.1 corresponds to S. ex: pO.?, and this spectral index was therefore used instead. Note that, because of the curvature of the blue bump, no single power law fits the optical flux © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 292, 273-288
t.t. u8lng B-rnagnltuclee only -26 Figure 7 . Comparison of the nuclear absolute B magnitudes from Table 4 with the values calculated from the smallest aperture data using the procedure ofVeron-Cetty & Veron (1996) .
distribution. At low z the K correction is however in any case small, and therefore deviations from a = -0.7 will negligibly affect the absolute magnitudes compared to the other sources of uncertainty. The spectral line dependent term ~m(z) was assumed to be zero. MB = Mv because of the assumptions of (B -V)n = 0 and zero colour-dependent K correction.
In Fig. 7 the MB values obtained in this study are plotted against the equivalent value that would have been obtained by Veron-Cetty & veron (1996) if they had used the (uncorrected) average magnitudes from this study in their calculation (through the smallest aperture in case of Paper I objects). Plotting the values listed in the Veron-Cetty & Veron catalogue leads to a similar diagram, but with more scatter because of the variable nature of the luminosities. As would be expected, the plot shows the uncorrected absolute magnitudes overestimating the true nuclear luminosity for intrinsically fainter objects and sometimes underestimating the luminosities of reddened nuclei. Studies of the luminosity function of Seyfert nuclei usually rely on general assumptions oflow extinction and standard galaxy colours to try to compensate for these effects (e.g. Veron 1979; Cheng et al. 1985) . More accurate luminosity functions could of course be obtained with properly corrected nuclear luminosities, and the method employed in this paper provides a technique to make these corrections. An investigation of the Seyfert nuclear luminosity function will be presented in a future paper.
Where the uncertainties in the flux-variation gradients (FVGs) were too large to determine accurate nuclear colours, it was sometimes possible to estimate these from available measurements of the ratio of the Ha-to-H,8lines. As explained earlier, this method suffers from the drawback that the intrinsic value of this ratio is not well known (3.5 was assumed in Paper I, and will be used in this paper again), and that accurate measurements of this line ratio are very difficult to make. By comparing the measured and intrinsic Ha-to-H,8 ratios, an estimate of the nuclear reddening E(B -V) may be obtained. If we then assume that the intrinsic U -V colour of the nucleus is -1.1 (paper I), and that Galactic reddening relationships apply, then the actual nuclear colour will be (U -V)n = -1.1 + 1.71E(B -V)n' The nuclear luminosity may then be calculated using the procedure described in Cheng et al. (1985) . Table 5 gives the average V magnitude, U -V colour and nuclear reddening estimate for the objects that do not appear in Table 4 . Where no Ha-to-H,8 ratio seemed to be readily available, the calculations were performed using E(B -V)n = 0, and the absolute magnitudes quoted in the table are then approximate upper limits of the true values.
Notes on individual objects
In this section comments are made about some of the galaxies observed in this programme. Most of the objects investigated in this paper are well known, and these will only be mentioned here if this study revealed any new details other than the parameters discussed earlier.
Mrk 543: Clearly brighter in recent years than in 1979 September (U -B = -0.09, Veron-Cetty 1984) .
Ton Sl80: Vennes et al. (1995) have discovered an extremeultraviolet excess in this galaxy. Indeed, the position of this object in Figs 3(b) and (c) suggests that its nucleus may have peculiar colours. Despite the considerable number of data points, the amplitude of the variations has been relatively small, and hence the nuclear colours could not be determined to a higher degree of accuracy.
Mrk 1018: Between 1992 and 1995 this object was much brighter than in 1979 September (U -B = 0.11, Veron-Cetty 1984) .
B25.01:
The nucleus was here always found to be fainter than during 1985 September (Hamuy & Maza 1987) .
MCG-5-13-17: There is strong evidence to suggest that the intrinsic colours of this nucleus do not match the adopted standard values. The nuclear luminosity was found to be low. This seems to be a Seyfert nucleus with a comparatively weak blue bump.
Fairall 265: Despite having been observed very frequently, the brightness of this nucleus has changed surprisingly little since it was first observed in 1987, this despite the fact that the measured colours are relatively blue, showing that the nucleus does dominate the flux in the blue region.
RX 0808+00: This Seyfert was discovered during an identification programme of ROSAT sources (Sekiguchi, in preparation). Its brightness has decreased strikingly since the first observation. Its nuclear colours appear to be unusual.
lRAS 0914-62: Strauss et al. (1988) discovered this to be one of the most luminous nearby quasars, and this paper confirms that it has maintained its high luminosity. Since the object is relatively close to the Galactic plane, its line-of-sight extinction in the Galaxy is difficult to estimate accurately. More observations are required to determine if the nuclear colours are significantly different from the adopted intrinsic colours.
H 1118-430: This object has brightened by half a magnitude in V since the observations by Remillard et al. (1993) in early 1986. A negative B -V value resulted from the calculations. A nuclear extinction value of E(B -V) = 0, within the uncertainty range of the given E(B -V) value, was therefore used for the calculation of the nuclear luminosity.
Mrk 509: Doroshenko (1996) has made a recent detailed photometric study of this Seyfert galaxy. The small discrepancy between the FVGs derived by Doroshenko and the ones given in this paper is likely to be a systematic effect owing to the photometric transformation equations employed.
Mrk 915: The recorded magnitudes are slightly fainter than during 1985 September (Hamuy & Maza 1987) .
NGC 7603: This object, also known as Mrk 530, has brightened considerably between 1992 and 1995. The measurement made on 1979 September 29 by Veron-Cetty (1984) , even though made with a smaller aperture, suggests that it was then even fainter, as U -B is there given as 0.02 mag.
UM 163: Terlevich et al. (1991) classify this object as a starburst galaxy. The spectrum shown by Rafanelli & Schulz (1991) however clearly shows a broad Ha and a weak but also broadened H,8. The object is therefore a type 1 Seyfert.
1 E 2349+ 199: Gioia et al. (1984) describe this galaxy as a Seyfert 2. The spectrum displayed in their figure 4 however shows H,8 to be of approximately the same strength as [0 III] 5005 A, while Ha has a slightly broadened appearence. It is thus most likely a Seyfert 1 galaxy. The magnitude through a 7.9-arcsec aperture reported by Gioia et al., V = 17.22 , is consistent with the measurement reported in this paper when taking aperture effects into account.
CONCLUSION
The paper has presented a large new set of photometric data of Seyfert galaxies, and has for the first time in some objects identified large variations. The applicability of Choloniewski's method has been confirmed, and the statistical analysis supports the hypothesis that the nuclei vary in a linear fashion in/y versusfx plots at optical wavebands.
The intrinsic colours of Seyfert nuclei are derived for all colours. These colours correspond to a 'characteristic' nuclear flux distribution that seems to be common to all Seyfert nuclei. Slight discrepancies are however evident at wavelengths longer than 0.6 !Lm, and these appear to indicate that in a few objects the BBB is more (or less) pronounced compared with the majority of the Seyferts observed here.
The method of deriving the nuclear extinction using flux variation gradients is shown to be superior to other means commonly employed, and offers the opportunity for calculating accurate corrections to the apparent luminosity, which in tum would improve Seyfert luminosity function derivations.
The colour excess is very weakly dependent on the galaxy inclination, but the extinction is largely determined by the dust distribution in the vicinity of the nucleus.
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